
Words can have more than one meaning!
Match the definitions with the sentences.

brush
1. a tool with a handle, bristles, hair, or wire, used for cleaning or scrubbing, or 
arranging hair            2. a continuous act or single motion of using a brush
3. a brief, light touch or quick encounter   4. undergrowth, small trees, and shrubs

_____ There’s a pile of old brush at the bottom of the garden.

_____ At night, I use my toothbrush to clean my teeth before I go to bed.

_____ Look at the straight brush strokes on that painted wall.

_____ The cat brushed past my leg and tickled my skin.

head
1. the upper part of the human body, which sits on a neck          2. mind; intellect; 
understanding        3. a position of leadership or authority, or the person in such a 
position       4. the part of anything regarded as the top or most prominent part

_____ She is the head of the company, and she is my boss.

_____ I have to shake my head when kids misbehave.

_____ She hit the nail on the head.

_____ He has a good head for math.

paste
1. any soft, thick, moist substance made with liquid and dry ingredients     2. to 
cause to stick by means of paste       3. to put words or pictures copied from one 
document into another document

_____ She pasted the paragraph she had copied into her new letter.

_____ The child pasted two pieces together with glue.

_____ We make a paste of the paper pieces and glue to make 
papier machè.
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Answers:

brush
1. a tool with a handle, bristles, hair, or wire, used for cleaning or scrubbing, or 
arranging hair            2. a continuous act or single motion of using a brush
3. a brief, light touch or quick encounter   4. undergrowth, small trees, and shrubs

__4__ There’s a pile of old brush at the bottom of the garden.

__1__ At night, I use my toothbrush to clean my teeth before I go to bed.

__2__ Look at the straight brush strokes on that painted wall.

__3__ The cat brushed past my leg and tickled my skin.

head
1. the upper part of the human body, which sits on a neck          2. mind; intellect; 
understanding        3. a position of leadership or authority, or the person in such a 
position       4. the part of anything regarded as the top or most prominent part

__3__ She is the head of the company, and she is my boss.

__1__ I have to shake my head when kids misbehave.

__4__ She hit the nail on the head.

__2__ He has a good head for math.

paste
1. any soft, thick, moist substance made with liquid and dry ingredients     2. to 
cause to stick by means of paste       3. to put words or pictures copied from one 
document into another document

__3__ She pasted the paragraph she had copied into her new letter.

__2__ The child pasted two pieces together with glue.

__1__ We make a paste of the paper pieces and glue to make 
papier machè.
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